“And be not conformed to this world: but be ye

transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may
prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect,
will of God.” –Romans 12:2

!

FROM THE EDITORS
!
In! 1! Timothy! 3! God! gives! qualifications!
for!shepherds!who!will!rule!over!the!local!flock.!
Within! this! set! of! standards,! God,! through! the!
pen!of!Paul,!states!that!the!elder!must!have!“his!
children! in! subjection! with! all! gravity”! (1! Tim!
3:4).!Pastors,!according!to!God’s!directives,!must!
be!the!husband!of!one!wife!(cf.!1!Tim!3:2),!have!
faithful!children!(cf.!Tit!1:6)!who!are!being!ruled!
well! by! the! shepherd! or! man! who! desires! the!
office! (cf.! 1! Tim! 3:4L5),! and! therefore! by!
implication!is!a!focused!and!serious!leader.!
!
It! has! been! said! before! that! every! man!
ought! to! aspire! to! meet! the! qualifications! of!
elders;! for! if! God! deems! men! that! meet! these!
qualifications! able! enough! to! oversee! His!
church,! then! a! man! will! be! well! guided! seeking! to! fulfill! such! qualifications! throughout! his! life.! It! is! based! on! this!
approach! that! all! men! can! and! ought! to! seek! lives! that! lead! those! around! them! while! maintaining! a! disposition! of!
“gravity.”!The!word!gravity!carries!with!it!the!idea!of!dignity,!sanctity,!honor,!and!purity!(Thayer)!along!with!dignified!
seriousness!and!honesty!(such!as!in!the!case!of!1!Timothy!2:2)!(Strong’s!G4587).!Hence,!the!title!of!the!May!2014!theme:!
“With!All!Gravity:!The!Serious!Man”.!
!
Seeking! dignity! and! honor! through! accuracy,! honesty,! integrity,! and! correctness! is! not! something! most! men! are!
foreign! to;! however,! such! an! attitude/disposition! is! sought! in! a! multiplicity! of! areas! within! life.! Take! for! example,!
FOOTBALL!(or!pick!your!sport/hobby).!How!many!men!have!that!one!sport,!team,!coach,!or!hobby!that!they!will!follow,!
talk!about,!imitate,!learn!about,!and!dream!of!on!a!weekly!if!not!daily!basis.!This!sport/hobby!is!a!very!“serious”!matter.!
When!the!game!is!onL!the!kids!better!be!quiet!or!leave!the!room.!When!preseason!reports!are!releasedL!the!information!
is!to!be!immediately!gathered!and!internalized!so!that!discussion/arguments!can!be!made!to!others!who!have!the!same!
hobby.!When!the!final!stretch!of!the!season!is!here,!there!is!a!lot!of!hollering,!hooting,!and!chanting!to!see!it!through!to!
the!end!and!be!there!“rooting!on”!every!step!of!the!way.!Such!sports,!hobbies,!and!interests!are!not!in!and!of!themselves!
harmful;!however,!when!such!becomes!the!primary!concern!of!a!man’s!serious!focus,!he!endangers!his!soul!(cf.!2!Tim!
2:4)!and!has!forgotten!his!purpose!(cf.!Matt!6:33).!!Consider!this:!
!
• What! if! the! studying! of! God’s! word! was! sought! as! diligently! as! a! nonLdistractive! environment! to! watch! the!
game/participate!in!the!hobby?!
• What! if! spiritual! truths! as! found! in! the! Bible! were! sought! to! be! understood! and! internalized! as! rapidly! and!
eagerly!as!those!preseason!reports?!
• What!if!the!evangelization!of!the!community!and!the!world!was!praised!and!practiced!with!as!much!focus!as!is!
given!toward!the!end!of!the!sports/hobby!season?!
• What!if!men!took!God!and!His!church!as!seriously!(more!seriously!),!than!their!own!hobbies!and!interests?!
!
Often! times,! men! that! seek! the! kingdom! first! in! all! honesty! and! integrity! with! dignified! seriousness! are!
misunderstood!and!labeled!as!“too!serious,”!“stiff,”!or!“rigid.”!The!thought!is!as!follows:!happy,!being!merry,!and!“worry!
free”!is!the!antithesis!of!“seriousness”!and!that!if!one!is!serious!about!his!faith,!then!he! cannot!likewise!be!happy!and!
joyful!in!His!relationship!with!Christ.!!Consider!that!dignified,!serious!faith!is!not!contrary,!opposed,!or!apart!from!joy,!
but! rather,! is! in! line! with! it!! ! The! man! who! is! serious! about! God! and! being! honest! and! pure! before! Him,! will! likewise!
understand!and!live!by!Proverbs!17:22,!“A!merry!heart!doeth!good!like!a!medicine:!but!a!broken!spirit!drieth!the!bones”!
and!Philippians!4:4,!“Rejoice!in!the!Lord!alway:!and!again!I!say,!Rejoice.”!
!
As!men!seek!transformed!lives!in!being!godly!gentlemen,!a!serious!and!focused!mind!will!be!applied!to!one’s!faith.!
The! man! who! seeks! an! attitude! of! “gravity”! will! exalt! God’s! purpose! in! the! forefront! of! the! mind! while! likewise!
possessing!a!joyfulness!that!is!a!result!of!being!“in!the!Lord.”!Let!us!all!seek!to!uphold!our!faithfulness!to!God!as!being!
supremely!important!as!we!pursue!lives!as!godly!gentleman!that!lead!“with!all!gravity.”!

!

Sean!B.!O’Brien!
Chase!Burnette!

!

!
Back!to!the!basics!is!a!section!that!reminds!us!of!some!basic!principles!that!we!learn!when!we!become!Christians,!but!are!still!
valuable,!growing!concepts!that!we!can!all!benefit!from!revisiting.!

John%Smith,%a%father%of%two%boys,%husband%of%one%wife,%and%hard%worker%at%his%job%has%brought%home%work%
for%the%second%time%this%week%on%the%Wednesday%night%before%evening%Bible%study.%He's%stressed.%He%feels%
like%he%is%in%over%his%head%at%his%job%with%what%feels%like%a%thousand%looming%deadlines%and%projects.%His%son,%
Jack,% comes% racing% into% the% room% with% his% new% black% baseball% glove% and% his% dad's% broken% in% baseball% mitt%
from%his%high%school%days.%
%
"Dad,%dad!"%He%proclaims%cannonDballing%onto%the%bed.%"It's%so%nice%
outside,%can%we%go%play%some%catch%for%15%minutes%before%Bible%
class?"%
%
"Hey%buddy!%I'm%really%sorry%son,%but%I've%got%all%of%these%projects%at%
work%this%week.%I'll%play%with%you%some%this%Saturday.%Deal?"%
%
Upset%about%the%immediate%future,%but%excited%for%the%weekend,%Jack%replies,%"Deal.%I've%got%to%break%in%this%
glove%with%some%oil%anyway.%I%can%show%you%this%new%pitch%I've%been%working%on.%It's%called%the%'exploding%
fast%ball,'%it%speeds%up%halfway%to%the%plate."%
Regardless) of) whether) Jack's) pitch) actually% speeds) up) halfway) to) the) plate,) Mr.) Smith) clearly) has) several)
commitments)in)his)life)that)we)know)about:)
)
@His)faith)
)
)
)
@His)family) )
)
)
@His)job)
)
What)happens)in)the)coming)days,)even)hours,)in)this)story)is)crucial.)John)has)an)example)he)needs)to)set)
for)his)wife)and)his)children,)while)maintaining)balance)with)his)work)life)to)provide)the)basic)physical)needs)
of)his)family.)The)question)then)becomes,)where)do)our)priorities)lie?)
)
If) John's) priories) were) say) job,) family,) faith;) the) story) would) probably) play) out) like) this.) John) skips) bible)
class,)does)a)fantastic)job)at)work)that)week,)earns)more)respect)within)the)workplace,)and)misses)his)catch)
appointment)with)his)son)due)to)the)following)week's)work)projects.)In)his)mind,)he)has)been)a)champion)
for) his) family.) He's) on) a) path) to) a) big) raise) at) his) job) that) will) help) put) his) kids) in) whatever) college) they)
want,) and) get) his) wife) that) diamond) necklace) she) said) she) thought) was) pretty) in) a) magazine) she) was)
reading.) In) actuality,) he's) failed) his) family.) He) certainly) is) not) fulfilling) Jesus') commandment) in) Matthew)
22:37@38)telling)us)to)love)The)Lord)our)God)with)all)our)heart,)soul,)and)mind.)He)has)shown)his)wife)and)
his)kids)that)"it's)okay")if)you're)really,)really)busy)to)put)other)things)before)God.)His)yes)might)be)yes)at)
work,)but)certainly)not)within)his)home.)
)
Hopefully)Mr.)Smith's)priorities)are)more)like)this)@)The)Lord,)his)family,)his)job.)With)that)order)of)priorities,)
John)is)able)to)go)to)Bible)class)with)his)family,)grow)closer)to)God,)play)catch)with)his)
son) on) Saturday,) grow) their) relationship,) and) set) a) good) example) for) his) family.) We)
should)not)downgrade)the)importance)of)working)hard)in)your)job)(cf.)Proverbs)6:6@
11).)It's)important)@)just)not)even)close)to)the)importance)of)eternity.!
!
!
Tony Mohr is a graduate of Virginia Tech and has a degree in Psychology. He works in customer
service in Louisville, KY and is happily married to his wife Haley. He is a member of the Cedar
Springs church of Christ and enjoys working with the youth of the congregation.
Email Mohrsince2012@yahoo.com to contact Tony.
!

How Ri$ky is the
Reward?

William&Tingle&who&is&originally&from&Philadelphia,&MS&now&resides&in&the&Memphis,&TN&
area.&&He&has&held&banking&positions&in&both&the&public&and&private&sector.&&He&is&a&
graduate&of&the&University&of&Mississippi&majoring&in&banking&and&finance&and&minoring&
in&insurance&and&risk&management,&and&in&2011&he&received&a&Masters&of&Business&
Administration&from&FreedIHardeman&University.&&Email&william.tingle@ymail.com&to&
contact&William.&

NOT!IN!MY!HOUSE!
In today’s society, the world tries to mold the Christian home into what it desires it to be. The
technology we have today can be a blessing, but can also be a curse. It is a blessing because we can explore the
internet and talk to people sharing information from different parts of the world. Furthermore, it is a curse in
that the devil has more tools in his efforts to destroy the Christian home. There is an Old Testament scripture
that still stands strong “…as for me and my house, we will serve the LORD” (Joshua 24:15). The word “serve”
carries the idea of obeying, submitting, and worshipping. Therefore the thought is
that “the house where I am the spiritual leader will submit to, obey, and worship the
self existing, eternal, Jehovah God and Him only.” The household that I am the
spiritual leader of will not submit to, obey, nor worship the devil. Therefore I stand
as a man of God and say “not in my house.” There will be no evolution,
homosexuality, cursing, or any other kind of evil being embraced in my home.
Brandon Starling is 34 years old and was baptized in March 2006. He is married to Candice
Starling and has a one-year-old daughter name Faith and a newborn son named Isaiah. Brandon
graduated from the Memphis School of Preaching in January 2013.
Email starlingbrandon@yahoo.com to contact Brandon!

A Purposed and Primed Machine: The Spirit of St. Louis
The press often referred to him as “Lucky Lindy,” though luck had nothing to do with it. To attribute
something to “luck” is to devalue things such as skill, preparation, and focus. When it came to being the
first man to fly over the Atlantic solo nonstop, all three of these things were required. For this reason,
Charles Lindbergh was not merely lucky, but a man deserving of much more credit than this unwelcome
nickname awarded him.
On May 20, 1927 at 7:52 a.m., Lindbergh’s plane, “The Spirit of St. Louis,” lifted off the ground of
Roosevelt Field in Long Island. After flying for 3,600 miles and a total of about thirty-three hours, he
arrived safely at Le Bourget, Paris. One might expect that the machine to first complete such a significant
undertaking would be elite in comparison to its peers, however this was not the case. There was no great
technological advancement in its design. In fact, using an unfamiliar and untried technology was exactly
what

the

engineers

wanted to avoid.

As

author Bill Bryson has

written, “The completed

Spirit of St. Louis, as

has often been said, was

little

flying

more

reference

than
to

a

gas

tank.”

In

its

material composition, he

stated “it would have

been rather like crossing

the ocean in a tent.”

This was perhaps part of

his success. He and his team were not distracted with the addition of any bells or whistles. His machine
was designed for one thing only: flying non-stop from New York to Paris.
Lindbergh’s Spirit of St. Louis was not built for sight-seeing.

If one is at all familiar with the

appearance of planes, perhaps the first thing they would notice about this one was the positioning of the
cockpit. With the engine at the front of the plane, followed immediately by the fuel tanks, the cockpit was
nearly in the center of the fuselage. The reason for this design was in the event that the plane was forced
to land prematurely; Charles did not want to be sandwiched in between the plane’s engine and a tank
filled with 425 gallons of fuel. As a consequence, his forward visibility was non-existent, and his only view
of the world around him consisted of two small windows on the sides. This did not bother him because for
most of his trip there would be no buildings or trees to provide any danger of collision.
It was also the case that Lindbergh’s plane was not built with the idea of comfort or ease of travel in
mind. Though the structure was aerodynamically sleek to maximize fuel efficiency, there were many
aspects of the plane that created drag making the plane unstable and uncomfortable to fly. This was not
intented in the design but Lindbergh saw it as beneficial, as it would create the need for him to work
harder at keeping the plane in flight, thus also keeping him awake. His efforts in creating fuel efficiency

included the exclusion of all unnecessary weight.
minimalist instrument panel of only 10 gauges.

Inside the cockpit Charles would be looking at a
A fuel gauge was not present—he did most of his

calculations manually. They spared nearly anything that was not flight-oriented,
excepting a small inflatable raft and a few other survival supplies. There was no
radio, no parachute, and no equipment to aid in night flying. The cockpit was
small, accommodating only one man, and he sat on a wicker pilot’s seat. To
illustrate the lengths to which he went to cut down the weight of the plane, he went
so far as to cut off the borders every one of his maps.
As a final point, the plane was not built to make a little extra cash on the
way.

Granted, their goal was to win the Ortieg Prize, a reward of $25,000.

However, Lindbergh did not carry passengers. He did not provide room for an
experienced navigator, much less fare-paying businessmen or thrill-seekers. Whereas other contestants
had included souvenirs and gifts in their loads, Charles did no such thing.

He didn’t undertake the

delivering of any parcel or piece of mail. These things were not in keeping with his goal: reaching Paris.
For further reading on Charles Lindbergh’s flight as well as other events that transpired in the year
of 1927, Bill Bryson has written a highly entertaining and informative book entitled One Summer:
America, 1927. Featured in this book are accounts of other attempts and failures made by pilots in pursuit
of the Ortieg Prize. One thing that many of these attempts have in common is inclusion of endeavors in
addition to flying non-stop across the Atlantic. These included publicity stunts, efforts to communicate
with ships along the way, as well as the carrying of non-essential passengers who proved worse than
unhelpful to their pilots. They lacked both purpose and focus.
It wasn’t luck that brought Charles Lindbergh from New York to Paris in one piece. His success
can and should be attributed to hard work, purpose, preparation. He, Donald Hall and their team of
engineers worked long and hard to design a plane that could complete this epic undertaking. In their
designs they thought only about the goal at hand and nothing else. Their focus was on reaching Paris
and that priority was not forgotten.

The Christian’s priority is clear:

“fear God and keep His

commandments” (Ecc 12:13). His goal as well as what he must do to achieve it is
well-defined (Phil 3:14-16). He must lay off any weight that keeps him from that
purpose (Heb 12:1).

He must exhibit the same gravity of thought as Charles

Lindbergh and be a purposed and primed machine as was his Spirit of St. Louis.
Steven is a serving member of the New Hope Road church of Christ in Dacula,
GA. He is a 2011 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching and is now
seeking a degree in History & Education from the University of North Georgia.
Email mailboxofsteve@icloud.com to contact Steven.
*Images taken from http://www.charleslindbergh.com/history/

A Fishing Trip To
Remember
!

!
!
!
I!think!I!know!why!several!of!Jesus’!apostles!were!fishermen:!they!knew!how!to!get!up!early!and!
work!all!day!–!even!if!the!fishing!was!not!good!!I!recall!a!number!of!years!ago,!a!good!friend,!Jerry!Guill,!
took!me!bass!fishing.!He!was!a!member!of!the!church!where!I!was!the!associate!minister.!I!knew!he!loved!
to! fish,! and! he! had! an! awesome! boat.! That! thing! would! go! over! 70! miles! an! hour! on! the! water!! One!
Wednesday!night!at!Bible!study!he!invited!me!to!go!fishing.!He!said!it!was!going!to!be!raining!and!I!would!
need!a!rain!suit!and!that!we!would!be!leaving!his!house!at!around!5:00am!(he!lived!half!an!hour!from!me!
so!I!was!going!to!be!getting!up!at!4:00am).!Good!thing!I!did!buy!that!rain!suit,!because!except!for!a!couple!
of!hours!around!noon,!it!was!raining!buckets.!He!took!me!to!Lake!Lanier!and!we!started!fishing!around!
7:00am!and!we!finally!got!off!the!water!about!6:00pm.!We!ran!all!over!that!lake.!We!went!into!cuts,!we!
fished! all! the! points,! we! threw! rattleOtraps! in! the! open,! and! we! put! rubber! worms! and! crank! baits! on!
chunk! rock.! Guess! what?! After! fishing! all! day! he! caught! 3! little! ones! and! I! caught! 2! that! were! even!
smaller!!But!it!was!a!great!day!of!fishing!!Even!though!it!was!years!ago,!I!remember!that!one!day!of!my!
life!so!vividly,!and!by!all!accounts,!it!was!a!miserable!day,!but!one!that!I!love!and!cherish!greatly.!
!
That!is!why!I!made!the!statement!above!that!I!believe!I!know!why!Jesus!selected!fishermen!to!be!
His!apostles.!The!Apostles!had!a!very!similar!experience,!as!written!about!by!Luke.!“Now!when!he!had!left!
speaking,!he!said!unto!Simon,!launch!out!into!the!deep,!and!let!down!your!nets!for!a!draught.!And!Simon!
answering!said!unto!him,!Master,!we!have!toiled!all!the!night,!and!have!taken!nothing:!nevertheless!at!thy!
word!I!will!let!down!the!net.!And!when!they!had!this!done,!they!enclosed!a!great!multitude!of!fishes:!and!
their!net!brake”!(Luke!5:4O6).!Peter,!Andrew,!James,!and!John!had!been!fishing!all!night!long!and!they!had!
not!caught!one!thing,!but!real!fishermen!never!turn!down!an!opportunity!to!go!out!on!the!water!again,!
especially!at!the!request!of!the!Master.!Obedience!resulted!in!an!unforgettable!catch!!
!
Fishermen!live!to!rise!early!and!stay!on!the!water!fishing!all!day!and!night.!They!are!serious!about!
their!craft.!God!desires!that!His!children!have!those!same!qualities!when!it!comes!to!fishing!for!men.!Get!
prepared! to! go! out! into! the! harvest! through! study! of! His! word! and! finding! effective! ways! to! approach!
people.! Clear! out! time! in! your! schedule! to! talk! to! others! about! the! Gospel! of! Jesus! Christ! –! make! it! a!
priority!in!your!life.!Unfortunately,!not!all!will!obey!the!Lord!as!He!calls!them!through!His!word!(Romans!
10:17),!but!never!give!up!because!there!are!those!that!are!seeking!the!truth.!Even!though!Peter!could!not!
see!the!benefits!of!letting!his!nets!down!again!after!toiling!all!night,!he!did!so!at!the!Masters’!request!and!
received! the! benefit! of! a! huge! catch.! We! too,! might! become! discouraged! when! one! does! not! obey! the!
gospel,!but!NEVER!give!up.!Go!back!out!and!do!some!more!fishing!for!the!Lord,!because!He!commands!it!
(Matthew!28:19,!Mark!16:15),!and!because!you!are!serious!about!being!a!fisher!of!men.!
!
!

Byran Hatcher is the preacher for the Cape Fear
congregation in Fayetteville, NC. His two passions are fishing
for bass and being a fisher of men. He is married to Jennifer,
a librarian and novelist, and they have two children, Kelly and
Brynn, all of whom are very expensive. Email
preacherbyran@capefearcoc.org to contact Byran.!
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Whitewashed!or!Real?!
!
There! are! two! major! things! that! make! a! house! great.! The! first! is! structural! security.! The! structural!
integrity!of!a!house!depends!upon!proper!building!principles!and!quality!materials.!No!matter!how!high!quality!
the!building!materials!are,!if!they!are!not!assembled!using!good!engineering!a!failure!will!occur.!On!the!other!
hand,! if! you! trying! to! use! junky! building! supplies! assembled! with! good! engineering! you! are! also! looking! for!
trouble.!
!
The! second! major! component! of! a! great! house! is! a! good! appearance.! Yes,! when! looking! for! a! good!
house,!appearance!matters.!There!are!many!ways!to!dress!up!a!house,!you!can!paint!them,!side!them,!stucco!
them,!brick!them,!as!well!as!a!variety!of!other!ways!to!dress!them!up.!
!
When!looking!for!a!house,!you!might!ask!what!is!most!important,!the!inside!of!the!wall!or!the!outside?!
You!may!have!a!beautifully!sided!wall,!maybe!it!is!sided!with!brand!new!seamless!vinyl!siding.!Suppose!that!just!
on! the! other! side! of! the! thin! layer! of! beautiful! siding! is! a! huge! colony! of! termites! diligently! working! on! the!
structural!members!of!that!wall?!
!
Jesus! pointed! out! a! similar! problem! when! addressing! the! scribes! and! Pharisees! (Mat.! 23:27).! The!
problem! was! that! these! men! appeared! to! be! one! thing! on! the! outside,! but! their! core! was! rotten.! Too! many!
people! today! are! more! concerned! about! their! outward! appearance! than! they! are! about! their! “structural!
integrity”.! We! put! on! a! fresh! coat! of! paint! before! we! go! to! worship,! we! put! on! new! siding!
when! with! our! Christian! friends,! we! maintain! the! facade! of! beauty,! but! inside! we! are!
something!far!different.!Does!it!matter!how!a!Christian!appears!on!the!outside?!The!answer!is!
absolutely!(Mat.!5:13R16)!!As!a!Christian!our!outward!appearance!should!be!a!refection!of!our!
inward!appearance,!which!is!our!heart.!Just!as!a!house!that!has!been!whitewashed!will!over!
time! begin! to! display! its! true! characteristics,! eventually! our! true! hearts! will! shine! through!
(Mat.!12:34).!My!prayer!is!that!when!others!see!our!true!inward!man,!they!will!see!Christ.!
!

!
Caleb Jacobs
is a 2011 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching. He and his wife Emily have two sons. They currently
labor with the Eagleville church of Christ in north western Missouri. Email jcjacobs03@gmail.com to contact Caleb. !

Do You Take Souls Seriously?
Seriousness) is) an) attitude) or) virtue) that) I’ve) never) truly) embraced.) I’m)
normally)always)the)witty)one)in)conversations,)and)the)one)with)the)smart)mouth)
when)it)comes)to)confrontation.)When)the)situation)truly)demands)it,)I)can)adopt)a)
nature) likened) to) being) serious,) however,) it’s) not) in) my) nature) to) be) serious) and)
realistic)all)the)time.)
That) being) said,) college) has) brought) about) a) new) change) to) my) carefree,)
floating)through)life,)attitude.)As)I)approach)the)end)of)my)freshmen)year,)I’ve)begun)
to)see)that)my)choices)really)do)affect)those)around)me)and)close)to)me.)They)affect)
my)parents)because)they)pay)for)my)schooling;)they)affect)my)grades)depending)on)
whether) I) devote) time) to) studying) and) learning) the) material) for) class;) they) affect)
how)I)spend)my)money;)etc….)
Conversely,)when)it)comes)to)the)Gospel)and)its)effectiveness)on)society,)we)
must)assume)an)air)of)seriousness)because)we)are)holding)in)our)hearts)and)minds)
the)power)through)Christ)to)save)a)soul)from)eternal)damnation.)We)have)brethren)
living)in)sinful)lifestyles,)yet)believing)that)they)are)right)in)the)sight)of)our)Lord.)The)

entirety)of)2)Peter)2)is)discussing)the)necessity)of)being)wary)of)false)prophets)and)
the)dangers)of)returning)to)a)sinful)existence)after)being)exposed)to)the)truth)of)the)
gospel,)“For%when%they%speak%great%swelling%words%of%emptiness,%they%allure%through%

the% lusts% of% the% flesh,% through% lewdness,% the% ones% who% have% actually% escaped%from%
those%who%live%in%error.% While%they%promise%them%liberty,%they%themselves%are%slaves%
of% corruption;% for% by% whom% a% person% is% overcome,% by% him% also% he% is% brought% into%
bondage.% For% if,% after% they% have% escaped% the% pollutions% of% the% world% through% the%
knowledge%of%the%Lord%and%Savior%Jesus%Christ,%they%are%again%entangled%in%them%and%
overcome,% the% latter% end% is% worse% for% them% than% the% beginning.%For% it% would% have%
been% better% for% them% not% to% have% known% the% way% of% righteousness,% than% having%
known%it,%to% turn% from% the% holy% commandment% delivered% to% them.% But% it% has%
happened% to% them% according% to% the% true% proverb:%“A% dog% returns% to% his% own%
vomit,”%and,%“a%sow,%having%washed,%to%her%wallowing%in%the%mire.”)This)is)extremely)
serious)business)when)dealing)with)immortal)souls)because)as)James)says)in)James)
5:19M20,) “Brethren,% if% anyone% among% you% wanders% from% the% truth,% and% someone%

turns%him%back,% % let%him%know%that%he%who%turns%a%sinner%from%the%error%of%his%way%
will%save%a%soul%%from%death%and%cover%a%multitude%of%sins.”)We)must)be)assured)that)
all) our) brethren) are) of) one) mind) in) the) Lord,) so) that) we) may) focus) outwardly) in)
order)to)bring)souls)to)Jesus.)
We) should) realize) that) eternity) is) not) to) be) taken) lightly.) Our) souls) are)
something)to)be)dealt)with)seriously,)with)all)gravity.)

My#name#is#Christian#Emmanuel#Smith,#middle#son#of#Leslie#
and#Sonova#Smith.#I#was#born#on#May#29,#1995#on#the#island#of#
Oahu#in#Hawaii,#while#my#father#was#in#the#army.#I#am#18#years#
old,#and#a#Biology#PreFMed#Dentistry#major#at#Faulkner#
University#in#Montgomery,#AL.##
Email#christian.smith052995@gmail.com#to#contact#Christian.#
!

Thanks Gravity!
Great Body Weight Exercises
Gravity is a curious force. While we observe and experience it in daily life, it is still such a mystery to fully
understand beyond simple Newtonian physics. Gravity is an essential force for the whole universe to carry on
the way it does and as well as sustaining our lives here on earth. While gravity is often thought of as being such a
negative influence that causes our bodies to wear down, there are also some benefits you might not appreciate.
When astronauts go into outer space, their bodies endure a rapid process of deterioration that tears down bone,
muscle, joints and more. This process is due to the lack of gravity and the stress it places on the body. Paul, in
Galatians 6:1-5, admonishes Christians to help bear each other burdens to fulfill the law of Christ, but also
remarks that we will be required to bear our own burdens. While this isn’t necessarily speaking of a physical
load, there are certainly applications that can be made. We obviously have no choice but to bear on own body
weight on our own if we are to be healthy and happy in this life.
Did you know that when using our muscles, they exert more force on the bones they pull on than the
actual weight they are trying to move? Due to the biomechanics of our joints, our muscles must exert much
more force across the joint in order to complete most movements, whether we are using extra weight or not.
This is one of the reasons that simple activities like walking can be so beneficial. Further, it is easy to see why it
is so important to control our body weight because the more weight we carry, we compound the burden on our
joints. While the effects of gravity do wear us down over time, we should not look at gravity as solely a negative

force against our bodies. This same gravity gives our body strength and prevents us from experiencing the rapid
muscular deterioration like those astronauts in outer space.
Using simple exercises that make use of body weight and gravity are not only a great starting place for
exercising, but can greatly improve health, performance and wellbeing even in the most healthy individuals.
Most goals of a well-designed health and fitness plan can actually be achieved with exercises that use body
weight alone. These exercises are some of the most common, but there are many other productive exercises
available that primarily use your body weight to help build strength and stamina:
• Squats - Bear your weight through your ankles, keeping your low back arched backward and your eyes
looking straight ahead.
• Lunges - On your lead leg, do not let your knee cross in front of your toes. Try to bear equal weight on
both the front and back leg keeping your torso pointed up and down.
• Crunches - While lying on your back keep your lower back on the ground the entire exercise, meaning
do not arch your back (notice this is the opposite of what I asked for in the Squat exercise above). If your back
begins to arch you are going too far down.
• Push-Ups - Keep your trunk straight throughout the exercise, making sure you go all the way down
and all the way up.
• Pull-Ups - Keep your trunk straight up and down trying to eliminate sway. Sway causes you to work
muscles other than the target muscles of your back and biceps.
If you currently don’t have an exercise plan, but desire one, I challenge you to add the above exercises to
your daily life over the course of the next 3-4 weeks. You will be amazed by the results you see in such a short
time.
My name is Ian Quinn and I’m from Buford, GA. I graduated from Harding University with a
degree in Athletic Training in May of 2012; after which I became certified as both as an Athletic
Trainer (ATC) and a Strength and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS). In July of 2013 I moved to
Spartanburg, SC where I began medical school at Edward Via Virginia College of Osteopathic
Medicine. I’m not quite sure what my future holds, but I know who holds that plan. I pray that these
words of about health and fitness can be an encouragement to you as you seek a life of sound mind,
body and spirit. Email ianq@bellsouth.net to contact Ian.

Monthly Health Tip:
For many, diet is often the hardest part of achieving a healthy lifestyle. The infamous see food diet is the common
practice of many (i.e. The food I see, I eat). Maintaining a food diary is often beneficial in tracking the quantity and
variety of exactly what you re consuming. You can include as much or as little detail as you like. Simply writing down the
name of the food or including additional information like total calories, grams of carbohydrates/fats/proteins, and caffeine
content can also be helpful. For those who have a smartphone or tablet, there are Apps available like MyFitnessPal by
MyFitnessPal.com and Calorie Counter by MyNetDiary that help track and graph this for you. Using a food diary keeps
your diet in the forefront of your mind and helps you make better choices come mealtime.

Being A Gentleman When Teaching the Lost
The gentleman is mindful of how he communicates
with people. He is polite and considerate of
another’s feelings. The Christian gentleman will
realize that the most important subject to ever be
communicated is the Gospel of Jesus Christ (1 Cor.
15:1-4; Rom. 1:1-17). Realizing such, he will try to
reach the lost with the Gospel, and in so doing, he
will need to communicate it to them. How should
a Christian gentleman communicate with the lost?
We will make application from a classic text on
how to communicate with the lost, Colossians 4:26).
Keep it simple (4:4). Paul told them to pray that
God would open them (Paul and companions) a
door to teach the Gospel (2, 3). Notice verse 4: “that
I may make it manifest, as I ought to speak.” NASB
has “clear” rather than manifest. Paul wanted to
teach the Gospel in the clearest way possible! Do

not assume the other knows something you think he
should know about the Bible, but rather teach it in
simplicity. The gentleman keeps it simple when
communicating with the lost.
Understand the situation (4:5). Paul said, “Walk
in wisdom toward those who are outside…” “Those
who are outside” are of course those who are
outside of Jesus, lost. We are to behave wisely (cf.
Mat. 10:16). How we behave around non-Christians
determines whether or not we will obtain a study
with them, and how the study will go. Following are
some practical suggestions for understanding the
situation (behaving wisely).
Find out the persons’ interests, and talk about them
(that is, if they are not ungodly). I remember in
preaching school, a gentleman was asked to come in
and teach a couple of classes. He shared a time
when he went on a tractor ride with a man. He told

us something like, “Do you think I cared about that
tractor?” He was trying to get into the man’s life,
earn trust, so he could better communicate with
him. This is about them, so talk about what is
important to them (cf. 1 Cor. 9:23-29). The
gentleman will care about what is important to the
person, and take the time to talk about it.
Be sensitive to their stance on certain issues. I did
not say agree, but rather, be sensitive. To illustrate,
imagine Joe Bob talking to Larry, trying to get to
know him better to obtain a study with him. Joe
Bob blasts the President of our country, as he would
in normal “small talk” (more about this will be said
in another article). Larry voted for him, and he is
“turned off” by what Joe Bob is saying. What are
Joe Bob’s chances of getting a study now? A
gentleman will be sensitive to people’s stance on
particular issues when trying to communicate with
the lost.
Do not begin by condemning sin in the person’s life.
Picture this. We will use Joe Bob again. He wants to
study the Bible with Dan. Dan likes to drink beer, a
lot. Before ever cracking open a Bible, Joe Bob
condemns and criticizes Dan for his alcohol use.
What are Joe Bob’s chances of converting Dan?
The Gospel will make Dan aware of his sins, so we
need to let the Gospel do it. A gentleman will not
begin by condemning the sin in a person’s life, but
rather will let the Gospel do it.
Do not begin with Bible subjects you know will
divide. If the study is begun with discussing issues
on which we know there is disagreement, how does
that set the tone for the remainder of the study? Lay
a Bible foundation first, and then address those
necessary matters. The gentleman will not start with
discussing subjects that will divide.

Seek to understand the person’s needs. One may
struggle with sins which another does not. One may
be indoctrinated with something another is not.
These needs will help to steer the study.
Understanding
another’s
needs
requires
listening to understand (James 1:19, 20).
Remember, people did not get indoctrinated
overnight, so what makes us think they will be unindoctrinated overnight? Be patient. A gentleman is
courteous and therefore interested in the needs of
the person, so he will truly seek to understand a
person so he can help.
Recognize the person’s mood, and exercise caution.
If a person is grieving, visibly frustrated about
something that happened earlier, sick, etc., this is a
delicate time, and we do not want to lose the study.
If the person is not thinking clearly, the study
probably needs to be postponed. The gentleman is
sensitive to the mood of others.
Be kind hearted in speech (4:6). Paul wrote: “Let
your speech always be with grace, seasoned with
salt, that you may know how you ought to answer
each one.” If there is a way “you ought to answer
each one,” then there is a way “you ought not.” This
verse teaches us the way to do it is “with grace,
seasoned with salt.” When the time comes to
address a specific Bible teaching with which the
person has issues, how are we going to respond?
Not only can we allow the Bible to condemn a
person’s actions while being kind, but we must seek
to do so (cf. Eph. 4:15). The gentleman will be kind
hearted in speech.
This may seem like an article on evangelism rather
than on being a gentleman. The truth is, evangelism
is the area in which it is most crucial to behave like
a gentleman, as we are dealing with people’s eternal
salvation. Be a gentleman when teaching the lost.

I have been married to Kelley for seven years, and we have a cat
named Oliver. I graduated from Memphis School of Preaching in
2011 and Amridge University (B.S. in Ministry) in 2013. I labor
with the Rogers Springs congregation just outside of Middleton,
TN (www.rogersspringschurchofchrist.com).
Email childroyt@hotmail.com to contact Trent.
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There!are!so!many!lessons!to!be!gleaned!from!the!wonderful!world!of!sports.!Whether!that!lesson!be!the!rewards!of!
hard!work!and!preparation,!to!the!ability!to!persevere!through!adversity,!to!the!maturity!to!handle!a!loss,!these!
games!that!we!watch!or!play!are!constantly!teaching!us.!My!goal!in!this!column!will!be!to!share!not!only!my!love!
for!sports,!but!the!lessons!that!sports!have!taught!and!continue!to!teach!me!to!this!day.!

Here!we!are!in!the!midst!of!the!NBA!Playoffs!!I!love!the!game!of!basketball,!but!I!will!be!the!first!to!admit!that!
my!basketball!skills!are!below!average.!I!played!basketball!all!through!my!childhood,!all!four!years!in!high!school,!and!I!
even!continue!to!play!today!in!church!leagues.!You!would!think!that!playing!the!game!for!so!many!years!would!have!
allowed!me!the!time!to!become!a!good!player,!but!you!would!be!gravely!mistaken.!There!is!one!aspect!of!the!game!
where!I!continue!to!embarrass!myself!to!this!day,!and!that!is!the!free$throw.$The!very!name!still!taunts!me.!It!is!called!a!
free!throw!because!they!are!designed!to!be!an!easy!shot!without!contest.!Let!me!tell!you,!they!are!anything!but!easy!for!
me.!Our!high!school!basketball!coach!used!to!require!us!to!make!two!free!throws!in!a!row!before!we!were!allowed!to!
get!water!during!our!water!breaks.!If!you!failed!to!make!two!in!a!row!during!the!ten!minute!water!break,!you!couldn’t!
get!any!water.!I!can!tell!you!right!now,!I!often!went!thirsty!during!our!practices.!Free!throws!were!one!of!my!greatest!
weaknesses!as!a!player.!As!soon!as!the!referee!blows!that!whistle!and!calls!a!foul!on!the!shot,!I!immediately!start!
panicking.!!Don’t&leave&it&too&short!&Don’t&shoot&it&long!&At&least&make&contact&with&the&rim!!The!voices!in!my!head!start!
going!crazy.!By!the!time!I!walk!up!to!the!line,!I!am!completely!lost.!Where!am!I!going!wrong?!Is!it!my!mindset,!or!is!there!
a!deeper!issue?!!The!answer!lies!in!my!preparation.!
Free!throws!are!all!about!muscle!memory.!We!are!all!familiar!with!muscle!memory.!This!is!what!allows!us!to!
walk!without!thinking!about!which!foot!comes!next,!and!eat!without!worrying!about!how!to!get!the!fork!from!our!plate!
to!our!mouths.!That’s!why!practice!is!so!important!in!athletics,!because!you!cannot!develop!that!muscle!memory!
without!hours!and!hours!of!repeated!motion.!Ask!any!player!who!is!a!good!free!throw!shooter!and!they!will!tell!you!that!

they!don’t!have!to!think!about!how!hard!to!shoot!the!ball,!they!just!step!up!the!line!and!repeat!the!motion!they!have!
practiced!a!thousand!times!over.!The!more!you!have!practiced,!the!less!you!need!to!worry!about!how!to!perform!the!
motion!in!times!of!pressure.!Are!you!using!muscle!memory!in!your!faith?!If!not,!you!should!be.!!
!
1!Peter!3:15!says,!“But!sanctify!the!Lord!God!in!your!hearts,!and!always&be&ready!to!give!a!defense!to!everyone!
who!asks!you!a!reason!for!the!hope!that!is!in!you,!with!meekness!and!fear”.!Think!about!last!time!someone!questioned!
you!on!your!faith.!How!did!you!respond?!Were!you!ready!to!give!a!defense?!!
!
As!we!already!discussed,!muscle!memory!comes!with!preparation.!One!of!our!jobs!as!a!Christian!is!to!spend!time!
in!the!word,!studying!and!preparing!for!one!day!when!we!will!have!the!opportunity!to!defend!our!faith!(2!Cor.!10:5,!2!
Tim.!2:24V25,3:16,!Titus!1:9,!Jude!1:3).!We!can!be!certain!that!if!we!are!living!our!lives!the!way!God!would!have!us!live,!
we!will!be!questioned.!Paul!told!Timothy!in!2!Timothy!3:12!that,!“all!who!desire!to!live!Godly!in!Christ!Jesus!will!suffer!
persecution.”!We!cannot!escape!persecution!if!we!are!living!a!Christian!life.!I!had!a!tVshirt!a!
long!time!ago!that!said!regarding!baseball,!“There!is!no!offseason!”!The!same!principal!
applies!with!our!faith.!In!2!Timothy!4:2!Paul!says,!“Preach!the!word!!Be&ready&in&season&and&
out&of&season.&Convince,!rebuke,!exhort,!with!all!longsuffering!and&teaching.”!With!our!faith!
there!truly!is!no!offseason!!We!must!always!be!ready!for!our!opportunity!to!defend!the!
faith.!Take!the!time!now!to!prepare!yourself!to!step!up!to!the!challenge.!Anticipate!
questions!you!will!receive,!and!prepare!to!answer!those!questions.!!
How!will!you!respond!when!the!time!comes?!Will!you!be!able!to!sink!the!free!throw!
with!the!game!on!the!line,!or!will!you!be!ill!prepared!to!handle!the!pressure?!!
!
Chase&Burnette&played&college&baseball&at&Georgia&Tech&before&being&drafted&and&playing&2&years&of&professional&baseball&in&
!
the&Cleveland&Indians&organization.&He&now&works&at&his&family’s&business&selling&insurance.&He&lives&in&Suwanee,&GA&with&
his&wife&and&daughter,&and&attends&the&Chestnut&Drive&Church&of&Christ.&Email&jchaseburnette@gmail.com&to&contact&Chase.&
&

GRAVITY AS THE HEAD
“To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven”
(Ecclesiastes 3:1). God truly blessed mankind when He instituted the family unit (Genesis 2:18-25).
Enjoying one’s wife and children can bring immeasurable joy and moments of side-splitting laughter. Yet,
there are times that the levity and humor must cease. As the wise King Solomon said, there is an
appropriate time for everything. Many occasions of life call for a serious and focused mind, and an
attitude of respect and reverence. Which occasions in particular deserve such attention?

CHILD-REARING (1 Timothy 3:4-5; Proverbs 29:17; Ephesians 6:4) - Children need fathers that
provide love, protection, and faithful spiritual guidance.

Though we share moments of fun and

enjoyment, a child’s soul is far too precious to be ignored for the sake of fun. One’s children are among
the first to whom he must evangelize and such must be done with a serious mind wholly dedicated to
their nurturing.
THE MARRIAGE BOND (Proverbs 5:18-19; 1 Corinthians 7:3-6; 1 Peter 3:7). One of the greatest
institutions created by God (second only to the Church), is that of the marriage bond. Like a precious

garden that bears good fruit, it requires attention and effort. To ensure the full and rich bounty to be
found within a marriage, a husband must give attention to Scriptural instruction.
A wife needs to know that she alone is the focus of her husband’s affection and desire (Proverbs
5:15-19).
A wife should be blessed with sweet words that uplift her and awaken the spirit of romance within
her (Song of Solomon 4:1-16).
A wife must be loved distinctly, without reservation, and sacrificially

(Ephesians 5:23-

28). She is not a burden or a task. On the contrary, a wife is a blessing from God and must be
treated as such (Genesis 2:18; Proverbs 18:22).
PERSONAL DISCIPLESHIP (LUKE 14:25-33). Every person that has decided to put on Christ must
take his role as disciple seriously. Such a decision is of the utmost importance and can carry with it
great reward (2 Timothy 4:8) or grave consequence (Hebrews 10:26-27; 2 Peter 2:20-22).
Each person must count the cost and decide that he is willing, if needed, to give up everything
for the service of the Lord (Mark 10:17-30; Luke 14; 25-33).
To truly be in service to the Lord, one must realize that Christ is not simply “a priority.” He is
not simply “very important” in one’s life. Yet, as is recorded in Colossians 3:4, “Christ…is
our life.”
While on time’s side of life, we will enjoy many of the “fruits” of marriage and family. There will be
times of rejoicing and laughter and there will be times for grave and sober thinking. One must be wise in
discerning which is appropriate at any given time. The sage words of the great King are as true today as
when they were penned, “To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the
heaven” (Ecclesiastes 3:1).

Native of Detroit, Michigan and 2013 graduate of the Memphis School of
Preaching, Steven currently serves the Highway church of Christ in Benton,
Arkansas. He and his wife Carlisa were married in 2006 and have two
wonderful daughters, Savannah and Summer.
Email stevenwford@ymail.com to contact Steven.
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Leadership:!With!All!Gravity33The!Serious!Man!
By!Jason!Patrick!Hilburn!

!
One! of! the! qualifications! of! an! elder! is! that! he! must! be! “one! that! ruleth! well! his! own! house,! having! his!
children!in!subjection!with!all!gravity;!(For!if!a!man!knows!not!how!to!rule!his!own!house,!how!shall!he!take!care!of!
the!church!of!God?)”!(1!Tim.!3:435).!!If!a!man!does!not!have!control!of!his!household,!it!brings!shame!upon!him!(1!
Sam.!3:13;!Prov.!17:2;!19:26;!22:15;!28:7),!and!such!a!man!is!not!fit!to!be!a!leader!in!the!church.!!An!elder!must!be!
one!who!takes!his!responsibilities!in!the!home!seriously.!!With!that!said,!the!characteristic!of!having!“all!gravity”!or!
being!grave!is!one!that!transcends!an!elder’s!duties!in!the!home.!!This!is!evident!because!God!said!that!deacons!must!
also!be!grave!(in!a!general!sense),!as!well!as!deacon’s!wives,!and!aged!men!and!women!in!general!(1!Tim.!3:8,!11;!
Titus!2:233).!!So!what!does!it!mean!to!be!grave?!!The!word!translated!as!“grave”!is!from!the!Greek!word! semnos,!
which!is!defined!as!“venerable,!that!is,!honorable:!3!grave,!honest”!(Strong).!!The!English!word!“grave”!can!be!defined!
as!“having!a!serious!and!dignified!quality!or!demeanor”!(Merriam3Webster).!!!
Knowing!that!God!desires!leaders!in!the!church!to!be!grave,!to!who!can!one!look!for!an!outstanding!example!
of!“grave”!leadership?!!There!has!never!been!a!greater!leader!than!Jesus!Christ.!!Jesus!was!definitely!honorable!and!
honest.! ! Was! Jesus! one! who! had! “a! serious! and! dignified! quality! or! demeanor”?! ! There! is! no! doubt.! ! Even! at! age!
twelve,!Jesus!was!already!serious!about!His!Father’s!business!(Luke!2:49).!!His!parents!“…found!him!in!the!temple,!
sitting! in! the! midst! of! the! doctors,! both! hearing! them,! and! asking! them! questions.! And! all! that! heard! him! were!
astonished!at!his!understanding!and!answers”!(Luke!2:46347).!!!
Later!in!His!life,!Jesus!maintained!a!serious!and!dignified!demeanor,!because!He!knew!the!Truth,!saw!things!as!
they!really!were,!and!had!His!priorities!straight.!!He!lived!by!and!taught!God’s!will!with!impeccable!integrity!(John!
8:29;!Acts!1:1),!but!He!also!had!many!serious!issues!on!His!mind:!He!wept!over!lost!souls!who!would!not!repent!(Luke!
19:41344);!He!became!frustrated!with!even!His!own!disciples!who!often!displayed!a!lack!of!faith!(Matt.!8:26;!16:8);!
many!of!His!own!family!members!did!not!believe!in!Him!(John!7:5;!cf.!4:44);!He!knew!that!most!people!would!be!lost!
on! the! Day! of! Judgment! (Matt.! 7:13314,! 21323);! He! knew! He! had! a! cruel! cross! to! bear! (Matt.! 16:21);! and! He! was!
ridiculed!and!hated!long!before!He!ever!got!to!the!cross!(John!5:16;!6:41;!7:1;!8:33359).!!!
It!is!easy!to!see!why!Jesus!was!a!serious3minded!Person.!!There!is!nothing!more!serious!than!precious!souls!
going!to!eternal!Hell,!and!there!is!nothing!flippant!or!funny!about!Jesus!suffering!and!dying!on!a!cross.!!It!is!evident!
from! the! Gospel! accounts! that! such! matters! were! weighing! on! Jesus’! mind! while! He! was! on! earth,! such! as! His!
suffering!on!the!cross:!“But!I!have!a!baptism!to!be!baptized!with;!and!how!am!I!straitened!till!it!be!accomplished!”!
(Luke!12:50).!!However,!it!must!also!be!remembered!that!Jesus!voluntarily!suffered!all!those!hardships!for!the!joy!set!
before! Him!! (Heb.! 12:2).! ! He! was! looking! forward! to! a! much! better! time,! when! He! would! return! to! the! glory! of!

Heaven!(John!17:5),!and!men!would!have!the!opportunity!to!
go!to!Heaven!through!His!sacrifice!(Heb.!2:9310).!!Yes,!when!
one!reads!of!Jesus,!he!reads!of!a!serious3minded!Person!who!
was!honest!and!honorable.!
Leaders! in! the! Jesus’! church! need! to! be! like! Jesus.!!
They!need!to!see!things!the!way!they!really!are!(2!Cor.!4:163
18).! ! God! has! given! Christians! many! reasons! to! rejoice,!
including! an! inner! peace! and! joy! that! comes! from! being! at!
peace!with!God!(Phil.!4:4313).!!Although!men!can!have!great!
joy! knowing! that! souls! are! going! to! Heaven! (Luke! 15),! they!
should!not!live!in!a!fantasy!world!in!which!everybody!is!fine!
and!nobody!is!on!their!way!to!Hell.!!Being!seriously!concerned!about!lost!souls!and!helping!them!get!to!Heaven!is!the!
main!duty!of!the!Lord’s!church,!but!leaders!will!not!make!this!a!priority!if!they!are!not!seeing!things!as!the!Savior!did!
(Luke!19:10;!Matt.!28:19320;!1!Cor.!2:16;!Phil.!2:2316).!!!
Like! Jesus,! leaders! also! must! not! allow! challenges! or! discouraging! events! to! make! them! pessimistic! or! stop!
serving!God.!!Paul,!another!great!and!“grave”!leader!(1!Cor.!11:1),!admonishes!Christians!with!these!words:!!
But! thanks! be! to! God,! which! giveth! us! the! victory! through! our! Lord! Jesus! Christ.! Therefore,! my!
beloved!brethren,!be!ye!steadfast,!unmoveable,!always!abounding!in!the!work!of!the!Lord,!forasmuch!
as!ye!know!that!your!labor!is!not!in!vain!in!the!Lord!(1!Cor.!15:57358;!cf.!Matt.!25:14330;!Gal.!6:9310;!
Phil.!2:12316;!2!Tim.!4:638).!
Faithful! Christians,! whether! leaders! or! not,! will! face! many! serious! issues! in! their! lives.! ! Like! Jesus,! they! will! be!
constantly! fighting! against! temptations,! false! doctrines,! and! other! devices! of! the! adversary,! the! devil! (Matt.! 4:4;! 1!
Pet.!5:8;!1!Cor.!10:13;!2!Cor.!2:11;!Phil.!1:17;!2!Tim.!3:12;!1!John!2:15317;!Jude!3).!!The!hope!of!what!lies!in!the!future!
is!the!means!to!overcome!(Heb.!6:18320).!!However,!children!of!God!who!become!complacent!or!“carefree”!seem!to!
have!forgotten!that!the!earth!is!one!gigantic!spiritual!battleground!(2!Cor.!10:335;!Eph.!6:10317;!1!Tim.!1:18;!cf.!2!Tim.!
2:3).!!This!is!the!battle!for!the!everlasting!souls!of!men!!!What!could!be!more!important,!and!what!could!be!more!
serious?!!Christians!should!not!live!their!lives! in!a!flippant!manner!as!if!they!are!dishonestly! pretending!the!war!is!
over.!!When!they!do,!they!reveal!their!lack!of!love!for!the!lost!souls!all!around!them.!!This!war!will!continue!until!the!
end!of!the!world!(1!Thess.!4:13!–!5:10),!and!one’s!part!in!the!battle!is!not!over!until!death!(Heb.!4:8311;!Rev.!2:10;!
14:13).!!Surely!Jesus!understood!that!more!than!anyone!(John!9:4;!19:30).!
Leaders! and! all! members! of! the! Lord’s! church! need! to! take! their! Christian! responsibilities! seriously! by!
following!Jesus’!example33bearing!their!crosses!daily!for!the!joy!set!before!them!(Luke!9:23324;!14:25335;!Rom.!12:13
2;!Gal.!2:20).!!Only!then!can!they!be!described!as!grave,!honest3minded,!and!honorable.!
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Every! few! years! there! is! an! uproar! from! Christians! who! exclaim! how! wonderful! some! movie! is!
because!it!mentions!God!in!a!positive!light.!This!year!there!was!much!buzz!over!the!films!Noah!and!God'Is'
Not' Dead.! Don’t! get! me! wrong,! I! understand! the! excitement.! We! are! bombarded! with! humanism! and!
materialism!from!Hollywood,!so!when!a!film!with!any!sort!of!values!comes!along,!it!gets!us!excited.!That’s!
natural.!!
!
The!problem!is!when!this!excitement!blinds!us.!This!causes!us!to!embrace!these!movies!without!
taking!into!account!whether!or!not!these!movies!are!biblical.!Sure!they!mention!God.!Sure!they!portray!
Christians!in!a!positive!light,!but!are!they!in!accordance!with!what!the!Bible!teaches?!We!need!to!always!
be! Bereans! when! it! comes! to! these! things! and! make! sure! we! search! the! scriptures.! Unfortunately,! our!
excitement!makes!us!forget!to!do!that!and!we!then!end!up!promoting!that!which!is!unbiblical.!!
!
Take! Noah! for! instance.! I! remember! seeing! the! trailer! as! it! showed! off! the! intensity! of! the! flood!
waters!bursting!from!the!earth.!The!figure!of!Noah!as!portrayed!by!Russell!Crowe!looked!the!part.!Surely!
Hollywood!got!it!right!this!time!!Then!it!premiered.!Rock!monsters!built!the!ark?!Noah!goes!temporarily!
insane!and!tries!to!kill!his!family?!Stowaways?!This!infuriated!Christians,!as!it!should!have.!!
!
But!what!about!God!Is!Not!Dead?!A!student!nobly!stands!up!and!challenges!his!professor!on!the!
existence!of!God.!The!social!media!sites!are!ablaze!as!members!of!the!Lord’s!body!excitedly!tell!everyone!
they!are!friends!with!to!see!this!important!movie!!Yet!no!one!is!outraged!at!the!fact!that!this!film!is!full!of!
Calvinistic!error.!Instead,!we!are!encouraged!to!use!this!as!an!evangelistic!tool.!So!I’m!supposed!to!tell!my!
friend,! whom! I’m! trying! to! teach! the! gospel,! to! go! see! a! movie! and! then! have! to! undo! the! damage! the!
error!caused?!Remember!people,!rat!poison!is!99%!edible.!It’s!the!1%!that!kills!you.!
!

The Book Is
BETTER

This! is! nothing! new,! however.! Remember! Fireproof! and! Courageous?! Both! had! good! messages!
about!marriage!and!family.!Both!were!heralded!as!the!next!big!thing!in!regards!to!evangelism.!They!were!
shown! in! churches.! People! encouraged! those! around! them! to! go! see! these! eye! opening! films.! Both! of!
these!films!were!filled!with!the!same!Calvinist!doctrine!that!continues!to!lead!millions!in!error.!!
!
Let’s!face!it,!the!book!is!always!better.!The!power!to!save!will!never!be!in!a!movie.!God!has!placed!
it!in!the!Gospel!(Romans!1:16).!It!is!the!word!of!God,!the!Bible,!that!is!a!twoXedged!sword!that!can!pierce!
the!heart!and!cause!a!man!to!change!(Hebrews!4:12).!Sitting!in!a!darkened!theater!may!stir!the!emotions,!
but!as!soon!as!the!lights!come!up,!life!is!back!to!normal.!I!remember!viewing!The!Passion!of!the!Christ!
and! seeing! many! people! leave! the! movie! theater! in! tears.! Afterwards! I! saw! these! same! people! eating!
supper!at!Applebee’s!laughing!and!having!a!good!time.!So!much!for!a!lasting!impression,!huh?!
!
!
God!has!given!us!His!directions!for!seeking!the!lost.!We!are!to!go!out!and!teach!His!word!(Matthew!
28:18X20).!We!are!to!use!His!book!which!is!all!sufficient!(2!Timothy!3:16X17).!We!are!to!plant!the!seed!
which!is!His!word!(Luke!8:11).!Face!it…the!book!is!better!!
!
!
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Reckless Hunting?
According to the International Hunter Education Association, approximately 1,000
people in the US and Canada are accidentally shot by hunters every year, and just under a
hundred of those accidents are fatalities. I do not doubt that many accidents are, well,
accidents. An event that truly could not have been prevented. Perhaps certain events
transpired which lead to the accidents, as accidents do occur. But how many of these
accidents could have been prevented? How many people were shot, or maybe killed simply
because someone was not taking the sport seriously. Any time a firearm is being used, one
needs to possess a great amount of seriousness and carefulness. Please listen to the
following statement: If you do not take hunting seriously, then please stop or do not start
hunting! Several years ago when I took my hunters education course, the instructors
stressed over and over and over the importance of being serious when you are hunting.
When you and I are not serious while in the woods or even on the lake, animals are injured
and lost, which may cause them to suffer, or even humans are injured and perhaps killed.
Now, I do enjoy the sport of hunting and fishing, but I do not hunt just to kill, and neither
should you. I hunt to provide meat for myself and my family to eat.
The man of God must likewise realize and understand the importance of being
serious. Webster’s defines “serious” as: “Acting or speaking sincerely and in earnest, rather than
joking or halfhearted manner.” It defines “gravity” as: “Extreme or alarming importance.” The
man of God takes worship seriously, understanding that he is worshiping his Creator and
God. He takes evangelism seriously, understanding the importance of the gospel and
possessing a love for the souls of mankind. He takes seriously the lifestyle he is livingunderstanding that he is commanded to walk in the footsteps of Christ. He considers
seriously his choice of words, thoughts, actions, motives and influence as he lets his light so
shine before the men. He is serious about his giving, prayer life, study time, and family time
as he comprehends the fact that he is responsible, not only for his soul, but also for those of
his family. He is serious about Christianity because he knows that Christ came to this earth
and died on the cross for his sins. When the Christian man does not take these things
seriously, souls may be lost, killed (separated from God) and eternally condemned. Please
understand what I am about to say. If one cannot take, and will not take Christianity
seriously, then such an individual is not needed within the Kingdom of our Lord. More
damage may be done by such an individual. It is
my prayer and desire, as men of God, that we will
take the life of a Christian seriously.
!
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